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n Concrete Island, JG Ballard’s 1974 novel, the pre-eminent chronicler of

urban dystopia wrote about an architect stranded in a swathe of derelict land
between converging motorways and high-rises, unable to escape. Swap the

speeding cars for e-scooters and Boris bikes and the plot comes to mind as soon as

you hit the shadow of Nine Elms, London’s largest — and most controversial —
regeneration scheme.
Step away from the low Georgian brick terraces of Harleyford Road and Vauxhall
Grove and a castellated fortress of sky-high cranes and new towers — some built,
others still under construction — blocks the view. They are not made of concrete
as in Ballard’s novel, but of glass and steel. And suspended between two ten-storey
buildings is a gravity-defying box of acrylic known as the Sky Pool, offering
residents of the £1.2 million flats the chance to swim laps 115ft in the air.
First mentioned by the Romans in AD47, this vast stretch that extends for 561
acres between Vauxhall and Battersea was so-named in the 17th century after a
row of trees. For centuries almost nothing was built on this land. Battersea Power
Station, the brick industrial icon designed by Giles Gilbert Scott and J Theo
Halliday, was in action from 1933 until it belched its last in 1983, when the site fell
into ruin. When the London Plan commissioned by the London mayor Ken
Livingstone was published in 2004, Nine Elms was described as a “degraded
environment”.
To its critics Nine Elms represents everything that is wrong with housing in
London: dense skyscrapers with colossal price tags, coupled with a severe lack of
affordable housing and segregated social housing. Local graffiti reads: “Stop inner
city social cleansing.” To others it is the “biggest urban renewal success story this
century”.

Paul Finch, programme director at the World Architecture Festival, argues that the
transformation of Nine Elms from “a non-place” into a new neighbourhood is
unquestionable. “It’s fantasy to suggest that somehow Ballymore and the other
developers have dispossessed poor cheerful cockneys from their home patch to
make way for yuppies and overseas investors,” he says. “There hasn’t been anyone
living down in Nine Elms for as long as anyone can remember.”
He does have some sympathy for the people who find Nine Elms offensive.
“Because, for them, it’s a symbol of the fact we don’t have enough housing for
ordinary Londoners,” he says. “But Nine Elms is not the cause. Politics is.”

“To understand Nine Elms you have to look up one document,” says Peter Bill, coauthor of Broken Homes: Britain’s Housing Crisis. “The Vauxhall Nine Elms
Battersea (VNEB) Opportunity Area consultation draft.”
Bill kept that 2009 brief on his desk for a long time. “It was about two and a half
inches thick,” he recalls. “I kept a copy because I thought something like this
would happen. It was the masterplan for Nine Elms, and what a waste of bloody
time it was. There was never enough space for people to live and breathe. Just jam
it up.”
The VNEB plan had ambitious targets: the creation of 20,000 homes and 25,000
jobs, as well as two new underground stations, now set to open this autumn.

To entice developers to what was then just brownfield land, the council was given
a special planning rule allowance that reduced the requirement of affordable
housing from the standard 33-44 per cent down to 15 per cent. In the case of
Battersea Power Station the requirement was later slashed to 9 per cent to prioritise
the developers’ contribution towards transport infrastructure. The 386 affordable
units were built half a mile from the main scheme.

In 2006 the Irish property developer Treasury Holdings snapped up Battersea
Power Station for £448 million (the company later went bust and BPS was bought
by a Malaysian consortium in 2012). Then, in 2008, the US Department of State
and the developer Ballymore signed a conditional agreement to relocate the
American embassy there from Grosvenor Square.
News of the move made headlines around the world, and in 2009, using that
publicity, the new mayor of London, Boris Johnson, and the leader of Wandsworth
council, Edward Lister, announced a plan to regenerate the entire area.
The VNEB was approved less than three years later, in March 2012.

The plan, Bill says, was “full of good intentions” but included no numbers. “There
was nothing in there to restrict the height, to talk about the design of the individual
buildings in relation to each other, nothing about density. It was just a sort of
developers’ charter to get on and do what you frigging like, basically.”
Touring the newly paved streets this month I counted 20 new-build blocks and
almost as many cranes. There are recognisable landmarks such as the US embassy,
but also gigantic projects like the 53-storey One Thames City.

According to the property consultancy JLL, almost 5,000 flats have been
completed since 2015, while about 5,000 more are under construction. Prices are
more expensive than in other areas of south London, going from £1,000 up to
£1,600 per sq ft in Nine Elms, £1,100-£1,600 in Vauxhall and £1,300-£1,800 along
Albert Embankment.
“[The area] lacks any cohesion and overall it has very mixed quality,” says Roarie
Scarisbrick, partner at the buying consultancy Property Vision. “Buyers need to
have their wits about them, especially when buying off plan, or you may find
yourself in the back row of Nine Elms, cheek by jowl with the new scheme next
door.”
LonRes, a data analyst firm, has tracked resales in the area and says that Nine Elms
still commands a 40 per cent premium over the rest of the wider SW11 area. The
figure is down from the 65 per cent premium recorded when the market was at its
peak, in 2013, but is still strong.

Still, critics argue that the “original sin” of Nine Elms is that the masterplan did not
include plot ratio limits with a specific number of buildings compared to the

amount of open space. “If that had been done at the beginning it wouldn’t look like
it does now,” says Bill.
Another contentious issue is that the area is almost entirely residential and lacks
supporting retail, leisure or office space — with the exception of Embassy Gardens
and Battersea Power Station.
Mark Hutton, managing partner at Hutton Bubear, says the Power Station has “all
the ingredients to make something special. It’s not just a stretch of flats with some
token retail offering. It’s one of the world’s leading examples of placemaking.”
Is Battersea Power Station alone going to “save” Nine Elms? “No,” says Bill. “I
think the area is now completely beyond salvation.”
Finch, however, is more optimistic. “Look at the Barbican,” he says. “Now
everyone says it’s marvellous and it’s a conservation area. You have to wait for a
bit to come up with any judgment.”

